St. Bruno Building and Grounds meeting minutes
Tuesday, August 11,2015, 7:00 pm
Attending: Joe Kuenzli, Paul Kronschnabel, Kurt Hendrick and Mary Daniel

A teenager was on the top of the steel roof above the main entry. He posted his picture on facebook and
the proper people were notified.
We had a hose bib that broke and water leaked in the lower level of the rectory. We were able to find
matching ceiling tile. Insurance notifies and bids in progress for repair.
The rectory and storage garage have new siding. Garage has a new door. Now you have to have a real
key to get in. Thank you Pat Seegers for overseeing this project. Bonus, the rectory gutters were
cleaned out
The school garden has a sink to have kids wash their hand installed outside . Sink will be taken in later
in fall.
Many hose bibs were replaced, outlets replaced and a new outlet is installed at the back of church on
the second level for use when videoing. We will no longer have an extension cord hanging down. Kurt,
and Jim M and friends have been very busy replacing and fixing many little things most people would
not notice, Thank you.
We still have a small issue with a window upstairs with a water leak, never fear it will be solved.
Paul K is the main weed spraying man, thanks.
Weeds were pulled on the front side of our campus one summer evening, Thanks to Marilyn Herbert,
Jean Warnes, Mary Paff and Mary Daniel.
Eileen Rudnik maintains the beautiful flower bed in front of the Blessed Virgin Statue. Thank you.
Ron Werowinski and grandson and friend trimmed all the pine trees and took away the trimmings.
Thank you.
Summer message to all, it takes many giving hands to keep our "home" St. Bruno looking great. God
Bless what you do.
Meeting adjourned at 7:30

